Holocaust -6 MILLION
JEWS AND I MILLION
CHILDREN KILLED BY
NAZIS WITH COMPLETE
COMPLICITY OF
EUROPEANS

Where was God ?
MOSHE SISELSENDER
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Now in 2012 the Arabs are trying to
circumvent the peace process by
introducing the General Assembly of the
United Nations.
Israel refused to agree to commit
suicide. So now the Europeans who are
the fathers of this illegitimate conception
that gave birth to Palestine are
introducing Plan C. Israel is to be
threatened with isolation. If the carrots
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do not work then sticks will be
introduced. Israel is now facing a barrage
of diplomatic rockets from all the
Europeans who threaten to isolate
Israel and become the 20 12 South Africa
until it will capitulate an agree to commit

suicide.
If Israel agrees to commit suicide and
accept the Trojan Horse in Judea and
Samaria then the Europeans will not have
to engage the Jews in a war. None of the
Europeans are prepared to have one
soldier lose their life for the Palestinians.
They certainly are not willing to risk
getting all their populations annihilated by
atom neutron and hydrogen bombs that
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Israel possesses. Israel possesses the
delivery system to tum the entire Europe
and all the Arab countries into one
gigantic grave yard. If someone arises to
kill you; preempt and kill him first. We
will try to target the terrorists. However,

if collateral damage, unfortunately,
involve innocent civilians then the Arabs
and Europeans are responsible. It does not
matter if one civilian gets killed or injured
a thousand a million or a billion. LIFE IS
VERY SACRED. ONE IS PERMITTED
BY God's law to violate all laws to save a
human life. This is translated to mean
that if some one threatens to kill you, and
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the only way you can save your life is by
annihilating all of Europe and all the
Arabs in all their countries you are
permitted.
The time when Jewish blood was cheap
is past. If Jews and Israel are threatened
with annihilation this time all of Europe

will disappear.

If you are threatened with destruction
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you can use any means at your disposal
and kill the one who threatens you.
Unfortunately, if the terrorists are hiding
among civilians who are being exploited

as human shields, the terrorists bear total
responsibility. All the Arabs and
Europeans who support a Palestinian State
and are trying to force Israel to accept sch
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a Troj an Horse in their midst are
terrorists.

All the Europeans for the past 2000
years have never had one day when they
were not engaged in " legal" theft and
murder. All of them established their
boundaries by war and expanding their
kingdom to become great empires,

England became Great Britain when the
sun never set in the English empire .The
empire included North America-the USA
and Canada Australia India and at home
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wales and Ireland.

The Pope in the 1500s gave England and
France the right to conquer North
America. Spain and Portugal were given
the right to conquer South America and
bring the uneducated backward natives to
the Church to save their souls. England
France Spain and Portugal proceeded to
massacre 6 million natives.-the fore
runner of the holocaust against the Jews.
They succeeded in stamping out the
Native American culture in both North
and South America. They likewise killed
hundreds of millions in Africa India
China Austria.
The cross of England France Spain and
Portugal was placed over the graves of
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hundreds of millions of the corpses
whose souls they saved .

Russia expanded into the greater Russia
by conquering all its neighbors. Spain and
Portugal France and Germany did the
same. In 1500 and 1600 these named
countries comprising no more than 400
million people conquered over 2 billion
natives in Africa North and South
America the Middle East Australia New
Zealand China and India. Al the
European countries have their hands
dripping from blood of the hundreds of
millions of innocent civilians whom they
killed. The greater the empire the more
humans they killed.
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When the countries revolted they
maintained control by using economic
rewards and penalties -the carrots and
sticks of diplomacy.
N ow the Europeans are using their

treachery toward Israel.

It is my hope that reason prevails. Israel
is willing to offer their hand in
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peace if the Arabs are willing to offer
their hand and not commit unilateral
action and stick to the terms of the Oslo
accords.
If the Palestinians in collusion with the
Europeans will take unilateral action
Israel reserves the right to do likewise.

On November 29,2012 the Europeans
wanted to replace God. GOD explicitly
states in the Bible that the Land of Israel
Eretz Yisroel belongs to the Jews.
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The Palestinian Arabs never possessed
any part of Eretz Yisroel .
Jews == Israel
Israel== Jews

The Europeans erase the word Jew and
insert Palestinians.
People ask where was God when a 20
year old murdered 20 kindergarten
children in Connecticut USA on
December 2012 ?

Where was God when another killer
dressed in the outfit of Batman at the
showing of a Batman film murdered
innocent people at the movie?
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Where was God when another man
murdered students in a High School in
Colorado?
Where was God when a serial killer
murdered shop keepers in Brooklyn in
October 2012?
Where was God when the Nazis
murdered 6 million Jews and Y2 or 1
million Jewish children and the Europeans
did not bat an eye?

Instead of blaming God let us blame
ourselves. Where were the parents of
these kindergarten children? Why did they
allow their children to attend a school
where there were no armed guards
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standing guard at the doors? Why were
the doors to the school open that permits
anyone to enter? Why were they not
locked open only from the inside? Why
were there not guards posted outside the
doors and inspect anyone entering as is
done at Federal offices of the Internal
Revenue?
If the Government does not provide
funds then let the citizens provide funds
for the safety of their children.
Yes, gun control is critically important.
But ones who want to kill will always
find ways to evade the law. People who
want to survive and have their children
survive must use their common sense and
protect themselves. Unless we are ten
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steps ahead of all those who want to
murder us and our children we have no
one to blame but ourselves.
God helps those who help themselves.
God does perform miracles ; but
mandates that man/woman save
themselves. Then God will help them.
This is what happened at the Holocaust in
1939-1945. Man Iwoman may not like
such Providence and may rebel and deny
God altogether. But such is the reality.
God did create a miracle . The Jews have
Eretz Yisroel The Land of Israel.
The Europeans want to supplant God
steal our land and crown a people who
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never possessed our land as the legitimate
owners. The Europeans continuing their
strategy of 1939-1945 want to annihilate
today the Jews using the Arabs to do their
dirty work like they used the Nazis to do
their dirty work and annihilate the Jews
and make Europe Juden rein as it was
from 1290 to 1650 .

They Created a non entity the
Palestinians. Where is God?
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The answer is that God performed His
miracle of restoring the Jews to Israel in
1947 and not 10470r 1667 because
science was not advanced to the level of
1945. Then the secret existed of the atom
hydrogen and neutron bombs. The Jews
have these secrets .
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IF ONE IS THREATENED WITH
ANNIHILATION
BY AN NUMERICALLY LARGER
ENEMY ONE IS PERMITTED BY
GOd'S LAW TO USE ALL MEANS AT
HIS DISPOSAL TO SURVIVE.

7 million Jews can face off against 1
billion Europeans and 1 billion Muslims.

GOD WILL NOT SAVE THE JEWS IF
THEY DO NOT SAVE THEMSELVES.
ONLY IF JEWS SAVE THEMSELVES
WILL GOD HELP THEM.
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